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Civil rights attorney Frederick Brewington has filed a lawsuit against Nassau County Executive Laura Curran, 16 county
legislators, and other officials,
arguing a police labor agreement should be voided because
lawmakers wrongly voted for it
on an “emergency basis.”
The plaintiff, Doris Sharpe, described in court papers as a Nassau resident, cites the legislature’s “defective vote” on Nov. 16
approving an 8.5-year labor deal
for the Nassau Superior Officers
Association. The suit names as
defendants Curran, a Democrat,
and 16 of 19 county legislators
who voted to approve the contract, including 11 Republicans
and 5 Democrats.
Also named are Nassau Interim Finance Authority Chairman Adam Barsky, NIFA board
members, and Nassau’s Clerk of

the Legislature, Michael Pulitzer.
The suit, filed Tuesday, follows activists’ criticism of Curran and legislators for taking action on police contracts. Earlier
this month, Nassau officials announced passage of a “tentative”
deal between the county and Police Benevolent Association, its
largest police union. That pact
needs the approval of the legislature and NIFA.
The suit notes that NIFA is
set to consider the SOA deal at
its meeting on Thursday.
Activists say Nassau should
hold off on approving police
contracts until the county settles on a comprehensive police
reform plan, as required under
a June directive from Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo. The directive,
known as “Executive Order
203,” requires municipalities
with police departments to develop plans for sweeping reforms by April 1, following this
May’s death of George Floyd
while in Minneapolis police
custody.
Passage of the deals now,
“completely undercuts police
reform efforts.”
“By using emergency procedures, the CBA [collective bar-
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Suit: Police
pact must
be voided

Attorney Frederick Brewington, who filed the lawsuit challenging the Nassau police labor agreement.
gaining agreement] was approved outside of the normal
legislative process, which
would have required, inter alia,
that it first be considered and
voted on in committee, then be
afforded an opportunity for
public comment, and then be
considered and voted on by the
entire legislature,” Brewington
argued in court papers.
“Therefore, the County Legislature’s ratification of the
CBA is a nullity and is void as
a matter of law,” Brewington
argued. “No emergency exists
that would permit respondents to bypass the County
Legislature’s normal legislative process.”
Only three county legislators,
all Democrats, voted against the
SOA deal’s passage: Minority
Leader Kevan Abrahams, of
Freeport, Siela Bynoe, of Westbury, and Carrié Solages, of

Lawrence. The deal provides
15% raises, including a $3,000
stipend for wearing body cameras. Also, members who have
served six years as a supervisor
are to receive a step increase to
base salary of $8,000.
The suit continued, “Despite
the obvious magnitude of the
eight and a half-year CBA and its
implications for Nassau County
taxpayers, respondents illegally
approved the CBA outside of the
normal legislative process, without any emergency basis, and
failed to afford the County Legislature’s relevant committee and
the public an opportunity to
weigh in.”
Presiding Officer Richard
Nicolello (R-New Hyde Park)
said: “The Majority will thoroughly review the suit filed
late today as we do all litigation against the county. Regardless of technical proce-

dural claims in the law suit,
the SOA contract was approved 16-3 and is clearly in
the best interests of Nassau
residents and the men and
women who serve as supervisors in the NCPD.”
A NIFA spokesman said the
agency has no comment. Representatives for other defendants
did not respond to requests for
comment.
A spokesman for legislative
Democrats declined to comment.
The suit notes that without an
emergency declaration, all resolutions must be filed with the legislature’s clerk “in final form for
passage for at least one week.”
Brewington says the county
and SOA finished negotiating
in September, and writes:
“There was no sudden or unexpected occurrence or condition
requiring immediate action.”
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How and when can you get
the new COVID-19 vaccine?
It’s a complicated question
— with a complicated answer.
A panel of experts on the
NewsdayLive webinar titled
“Who gets the COVID-19 vaccine first?” Wednesday offered
this advice for Long Islanders:
take a deep breath, be patient.
“It’s not like if you’re not, on
Day One, on the highest priority list you’re forgotten about,”
panelist Dr. Aaron E. Glatt,
chairman of the department of
medicine, chief of infectious
diseases, at Mount Sinai South

Nassau, said, adding that while
those with the highest priorities — emergency responders,
critical care doctors, nurses
and staff, those with multiple
comorbidities and risk factors
— all will likely get vaccinated
in the first wave doesn’t mean
others won’t get vaccinated as
soon as possible.
The ultimate goal, Glatt said,
is to have a 100% vaccination
rate for all those who want to
be vaccinated.
And, he and fellow panelist
Dr. Sharon Nachmann, chief of
division of pediatric infectious
diseases at Stony Brook University
Children’s
Hospital,
agreed: Even if you don’t be-
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lieve you’re at risk you should
get vaccinated.
“As soon as you can,” Glatt
said.
But, Nachmann said: “Calling
your doctor’s office will not
help.” And that’s because at the
moment just one vaccine — the
one produced by Pfizer — has
been approved for use in the
United States.
It won’t be until additional
vaccine manufacturers have
their vaccines approved for use
that the pool of recipients will
expand.

Don’t fret. The next approval, for the vaccine developed by Moderna, could come
as soon as this week, Nachmann and Glatt said.
And the doctors agreed that
those lower on the risk scale
will likely be able to get vaccinated by the end of the first
quarter next year. That is, by
March 2021.
“At some point,” Nachmann
said, “we won’t be relying on
one manufacturer, so we
should have more vaccines.”
And don’t expect that initial
rounds of vaccinations will make
COVID-19 disappear overnight.
“Even if we vaccinate five
million people in December,”

Glatt said, “it’s not going to impact across the country, across
the world.”
“If we’re going to be successful in stopping COVID we cannot just vaccinate the 80-yearolds [at high risk],” Glatt said.
“We need to vaccinate the
20-year-olds, too.” Because,
Nachmann said, while those in
younger age groups with no comorbidity factors have shown
greater resilience and resistance
to COVID, they’ve proved to be,
as she said, “efficient spreaders.”
The goal, ultimately, is to
make the COVID-19 coronavirus no more a nuisance than
the flu, maybe even the common cold.

